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HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT. Dhubri 

IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO 2, DHUBRI 
. 

Title Suit No.331/2008 
 

Present: B Medhi, 

  Munsiff no 2, Dhubri 

Given under my hand and seal on the 19
th

 of March 2014 in the presence 

of, 

 

1. Md. Ansar Ali, Learned advocate for the Plaintiff. 

2. Md. Mobinur Rahman,Learned Adocate for the Defendant. 

 

Plaintiff......................... 

1. Sri Anath Ray 
2. Sri Harish ch. Ray 
3. Sri Subin Ray 
All sons of Late Jaykanta Ray 

R/O- Vill- Kismat Hasdaha, Part-iii 

P.S. & Dist – Dhubri, Assam 

 

------------VS---------------- 

Defendant........................... 

1. Sri Paresh Chandra Ray 
S/O- Late Jaykanta Yay 

2. Mono Ranjan Ray 
S/O- Satya Ray 

Both R/O- Vill- Kismat Hasdaha, Part-iii 

P.S. & Dist – Dhubri, Assam 

    3. The Subregistrar, Dhubri 

    4. The State Of Assam, 

    Represented by collector Dhubti. 



     JUDGEMENTJUDGEMENTJUDGEMENTJUDGEMENT    

This is a suit for declaration of share and permanent injunction. 

Brief fact of the case: The plaintiffs have filed the suit for a declaration 

and permanent injunction for stating inter Alia that defendant number one 

is its own brother and they are jointly owning and possessing the land 

measuring 2K-5L by constructing their dwelling houses and residing with 

their respective family members.  The plaintiff in his plaint has claimed that 

they are Hindus and accordingly they are entitled to get equal shares of the 

suitland which becomes 11 ¼ L.  The plaintiff has alleged that defendant 

number 1&2 has illegally sold out the suitland to defendant number 

five/two vide registered sale deed number-2373 dated 12/09/08 without 

affecting partition.  Accordingly the plaintiff has prayed to the court for a 

declaration that the schedule to suitland of the joint property of the 

plaintiffs and the defendant number one, for a Decree declaring the sale 

deed bearing number-2373 dated 12/09/08 is fraudulent void and illegal 

and permanent injunction. 

After registration of the suit summons were issued to the defendants 

were the defendants no-1&2 appeared and filed their written statement. 

The defendant number 1&2 took some routine Pleas in their written 

statements like the suit is not maintainable, there is no cause of action, the 

suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties etc. 

In their written statements the defendants have admitted that 

defendant number one and the plaintiffs are own brothers.  However he 

further states that they have two other brothers namely Monomohon Ray 

and Ramanath Ray and one sister named Adormoni Ray as well. Brother 

Ramanath Ray died leaving behind dispute to named Keshoribala Ray, one 

son and two daughters.   

The defendants deny that there is their dwelling house over the 

suitland.  They claim that on the death of their father Late Jaykanta Ray if 

his Movable and immovable properties were amicably partitioned amongst 

the plaintiffs , the defendant no-1,  Monomohon Ray and Ramanath Ray and 

one sister named Adormoni Ray. Out of that partition the defendant 

number one got  a land measuring 2K-5L a under daag number 1275/ 

525/291 and patta no-389. The defendant admits the fact that out of their 



share of land his sold out 1K-11L to the defendant number two through 

registered sale deed no-2373  and delivered possession thereof.  

The defendant claims that in view of family partition if already 

executed amongst them if there is no land left for partition off.  Accordingly 

defendant prays that the suit is liable to be dismissed. 

     ISSUES 

After considering the pleadings of both parties my learned predecessor was 

pleased to frame the following issues. 

1. If whether the suit this maintainable in present form? 

2. Whether there is cause of action for the suit? 

3. Whether the suit is barred under any provision of law including 

specific relief act, barred by principle of waiver acquisence and 

estoppel? 

4. Whether the suit is undervalued? 

5. Whether the court has jurisdiction to the suit? 

6. Whether defendant number one is the owner and possessor of the 

suitland? 

7. Whether defendant number one is capable in eye of law to sell the 

suitland to defendant number two or to any other persons for? 

8. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to Decree as prayed for? 

9. To what other relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to? 

In addition to the above issues the following issues were framed . 

10.Whether the suit is barred under section 80 Of CPC  

11.Whether the suit is barred by non-joinder of necessary parties ? 

12.Whether there is sale deed number 2373 dated 12/09/08 Is void and 

illegal ? 

 

The decision discussion and reasons thereof : 

Both plaintiff and the defendants have examined one witness each in 

support of they claim .   



Issue number one : whether the suit is maintainable in the present form ? 

The defendants in the written statement has stated that the suit is 

not maintainable.  But there have failed to specifically state or prove by 

material evidence as to why the suit is not maintainable .  I have perused 

the pleadings and the evidence put forwarded by both sides .  I have found 

nothing to hold that the suit is not maintainable in present form .   

Accordingly this issue is decided in the positive in favour of the 

plaintiff . 

Issue number two :whether there is a cause of action and the suit ? 

Cause of action is the bundle of facts which the party alleging to exist 

has to prove to get the relief.  In other words it is the bundle of facts which 

is asserted by one party and denied by the other.  In the present case the 

plaintiff has alleged that the suitland is their ancestral one without having 

been partitioned amongst the legal heirs.  Accordingly the sale made by the 

defendant number one in favour of the defendant number two vide sale 

deed number 2327 is illegal.  On the other hand the defendants have 

claimed that defendant number one has acquired title over the suitland by 

virtue of amicable family partition.  Accordingly he has full right to alienate 

the same.  Therefore the alleged sale deed has full legal sanctity. 

Under the above circumstance it becomes clear that plaintiffs have 

claimed a fact which is denied by the defendant.  Therefore the plaintiffs 

have a clear case to prove in other to get relief.   

Accordingly this issue is decided in the positive in favour of the 

plaintiff. 

Issue number three: Whether the suit is barred under any provision of 

law including specific relief act, barred by principle of waiver acquisence 

and estoppel? 

The defendants have claimed that the suit is barred by the provision 

of specific relief act and the principle of waiver, acquiescence and 

estoppels.  From the pleadings of both sides and from the evidence adduced 

by them I find nothing to hold that the suit is barred by any of those 

principles. 



Accordingly this issue is decided in the in the negative in favour of 

the plaintiff. 

isssue number four: Whether the suit is undervalued? 

The suit in which the plaintiff in terms prays for a declaratory Decree 

with consequential relief Prima facie comes within clause iv, sub-clause(c) 

of section seven of court fees Act.  The said provision makes the following 

S7(iv)(c)- for a declaratory decree and consequential relief;-to obtain a 

declaratory decree or order, where consequential relief is prayed, according 

to the amount at which the relief sought is valued in the plaint or 

memorandum of appeal. In all such suits the plaintiff shall state the amount 

at which he values the relief sought.  

 This provision gives the plaintiff and unfettered option to value the 

suit for the purpose of court fees and it is not open court should is to such 

variation except in cases where the same may be found to be arbitrary in 

nature.  In the present case the plaintiff has prayed for declaration and 

permanent injunction as the consequential relief and for that hehas put the 

valuation to be rupees 100/-.  I find feel no irregularity in the said 

valuation.  The defendant side also has failed to prove as to how the suit 

shall be dismissed on the ground of undervaluation.  Accordingly I hold that 

the suit is properly valued.  

Accordingly this issue is decided in the positive in favour of the 

plaintiff. 

Issue number five: whether the court has jurisdiction for the suit? 

Plaintiff has filed this suit against the defendants who are the 

inhabitants of Dhubri.  The suit property is also located at Dhubri.  

Accordingly Dhubri court has territorial jurisdiction for the suit.  

Moreover the defendants have failed two show that this court has no 

pecuniary jurisdiction.  On perusal of the case record and evidence I find 

nothing to hold  that this court is lacking in pecuniary jurisdiction. 

Accordingly this issue is decided in the positive in favour of the 

plaintiffs. 



Issue number 10: Whether the suit is barred under section 80 Of CPC  

For my convenience I have picked up this issue before the remaining 

ones.  The plaintiffs have made the government as a party to the suit.  At 

the time of filing the suit they had filed a petition under section 80(2) CPC 

praying for instituting the suit without serving notice to the government.  

The same was heard and allowed by this court.  Accordingly there is no 

question to held the suit to be barred under section in the CPC. 

Accordingly this issue is decided in favour of the plaintiff. 

Issue number 11: For convenient adjudication of the suit may have taken 

up this issue earlier. 

The learned counsel from there defendants side has argued that the 

suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties S the plaintiffs had failed to 

implicate all the the legal heirs of the predecessor of interest of the plaintiff 

and defendant number one.  Accordingly the suit should be dismissed for 

non-joinder of necessary parties. 

I have perused the pleadings and the evidence put forwarded by both 

parties. 

The defendants have stated that the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties.  Defendants in their written statements have stated that 

defendant number one had two brothers named Manomahan Ray and 

Ramanath Ray and one sister named Adarmani Ray.  Out of them brother 

Ramanath Ray had died leaving behind his wife one son and two daughters.  

They were not made party to the suit. PW1 in his cross examination has 

stated that his father had six sons and one daughter. He has also admitted 

The fact that Ramanath Ray has expired leaving behind his legal heirs. 

Thus it is conspicuously clear that the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties. 

  Accordingly this issue is decided in the negative against the plaintiff. 

Issue number six: whether the defendant number one is the owner and 

possessor of the suitland? 



The plaintiffs in their plaint and evidence in chief has stated that the 

suitland was the joint property of the plaintiffs and the defendant number 

one. 

PW1 in his cross examination he has stated that after the death of 

their predecessor in interest Late Jaykanta Ray if the land under Chettiar 

number 200 was partitioned amongst the legal heirs.  He has also stated 

that of the said Chettiar the land under patta number 389 has also been 

partitioned amongst the legal heirs. 

DW1 in his evidence in chief has stated that after the death of Late 

Jaykanta Ray if the lands covered under Chettiar number 200 was 

partitioned amongst the legal heirs and defendant number one got a land 

measuring  2K-5L under Myadi Patta No-389 and Daag No-1275,525/1291 

out of which he sold out a land measuring 1K-11L vide registered sale deed 

number-0373 dated 12-09-2008. 

From the above evidence of both PW1 and DW1 it becomes clear that 

the ancestral properties of the plaintiffs and the defendant number one 

where in fact partitioned amongst the legal heirs.  Moreover even if it is 

assumed that the land measuring 2K-11L if jointly owned by the plaintiffs 

and the defendant number one there is no bar in holding that defendant 

number one is the owner and possessor of the suitland. 

Accordingly this issue is decided in the positive in favour of the 

defendants. 

Of issue number seven: Whether defendant number one is capable in eye 

of law to sell the suitland to defendant number two or to any other persons 

for? 

The learned counsel from there plaintiff side has argued that 

defendant number one is the core owner of the land measuring 2K-11L.  

Therefore he does not have any right to sale a portion of land in excess to 

his entitlement of share after partition.  Accordingly the sale deed executed 

by in favour of defendant number two vide registered sale deed number 

2373 dated 12-09-08 is void and illegal.  The learned counsel from there 

defendants side has argued that the suitland has already been partition 

amongst co- sharers and the alleged suitland has actually fallen on the part 



of the defendant number one and accordingly there is no illegality in the 

sale. 

PW1 in his cross examination has admitted the fact that all the 

properties of their father Late Jaykanta Ray has already been partitioned 

amongst and his legal heirs.  There is nothing remains to be partitioned 

amongst them.  Accordingly his claim that the defendant number one has 

sold the suitland without the suitland having been partitioned is contrary 

to what he has deposed before the court and hence cannot be accepted. 

Moreover even if it is presume that there transfer is made without 

affecting partition of their joint property, there is no bar in selling out his 

portion of share to other person.  For that recourse can be had to section 44 

of transfer of property act which reads as follows, 

 “transfer but corner-where one of two or more core owners of 

immovable property legally competent in that behalf transfers his share of 

such property or any interest therein, the transferee acquires as to such share 

or interest, and so far as is necessary to give, effect to the transfer, the 

transferor’s is right to joint possession or other common or part enjoyment of 

the property, and to enforce a partition of the same, but subject to the 

conditions and liabilities affecting and the date of transfer, the share or 

interest so transferred” 

The above section clearly stipulates that there is no bar for co-owner 

to transfer any property without affecting partition.  The only difference is 

that there transferee shall acquire such share or interest as would have 

been devolved upon the transferor.  The transferee would be entitled to 

right to joint possession or other common or part enjoyment of the 

property. 

In this context regard may be had to the decision of the hon. Supreme 

court in Sidheshwar Mukherjee v. Bhubneshw Prasad Narain Singh and Ors. 

[AIR 1953 SC 487], wherein this Court held as  

“All that (vendee) purchased at the execution sale, was the undivided interest 

of co-parcener in the joint property. He did not acquire title to any defined 

share in the property and was not entitled to joint possession from the date of 

his purchase. He could work-out his rights only by a suit for partition and his 



right to possession would date from the period when a specific allotment was 

made in his favour” 

Thus even if the sale pertains to land belonging to undivided family 

property that cannot be held to be illegal as there is no bar in selling the 

undivided share of land.  The only condition is that the transfer of land 

would be effected only after due partition and the vendee will be entitled to 

share only to the extent to which the vendor will be entitled not more than 

that. 

In view of that considering every assumptions I am of the considered 

opinion that defendant number one is capable in the eye of law to sell the 

suitland. 

Issue number to twelve: Whether there is sale deed number 2373 dated 

12/09/08 Is void and illegal ? 

For my convenience and in the interest of better adjudication of the 

suit I have taken up this issue before the remaining ones. 

In view of observations and conclusions arrived at issue number six I 

am of the considered opinion that there is no illegality in the executing the 

sale deed number 2373 dated 12/09/08 by the defendant number one in 

favour of defendant number two.  Defendant number one is the owner and 

possessor of the suitland and therefore he has full right to dispose of his 

property by what of them and that he wants. 

Accordingly this issue is decided in the negative against the plaintiff. 

The issue number seven: whether the plaintiff is entitled to Decree as 

prayed for? 

In view of decisions arrived at issue number five, six and twelve am 

of the considered opinion that the plaintiff is not entitled to Decree as 

prayed for. 

Accordingly this issue is decided in the negative against the plaintiff. 

Issue number eight: to what other relief/reliefs the plaintiff is entitled to? 



Considering the nature of the suit and considering the decisions 

arrived at the previous issues the plaintiff is not entitled to any other 

reliefs. 

This issue is decided in the negative against the plaintiff. 

 

    ORDER 

The plaintiffs are not entitled to get any relief. The suit is dismissed on 

contest. Parties shall bear their own costs. 

 Prepare a decree accordingly.  

 Given under my hand and seal on this 19th day of March2014 

 

    APPENDIX 

Plaintiff’s witness: 

1. PW1- Sri Anath Ray 

Defendant’s witness: 

2. DW1- Paresh Chandra Ray 

Plaintiff’s Documents: 

1. Exhibit-1, Kesha Patta  

2. Exhibit-2, Land holding cirtificate 

3. Exhibit-3, land revenue receipt 

Defendant’s Documents: 

1. Exhibit-A, Petition 

2. Exhibit-B, Affidavit 

3. Exhibit-C, Jamabandi 

4. Exhibit-D, Cirtified copy of registered sale deed. 

 

 



 


